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looked month after month on the suc my dear,” said he,“ I could not charge fers no fool to make friends for him”-^*
cess
of their general rival ; and pray the parson any thing for it—he thank but we dont say that. Editors must
PUBLISHED Br
ed probably, (ifyov»ig ladies ever pray ed me so kindly—and his lady—and submit to every thing, oblige every be*
JAMES K. REMICH,
about such matters) that Julia might his daughter—they all—they thanked dy^ serve every body, and get no
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
speedily make a choice among her wor me so kindly—that I—I—really could thanks at last.
AFFECTION.
shippers and leave them the remainder. not charge them any thing for the ta
Portsmouth (Ohio) Times.
AND REXiXG-ZOUS.
The same sweet sensations that glow It was a forlorn hope ; she intended to ble.”
through the closer ties of society, which do no such thing—she was the village
FROM THE MICROCOSMI.
How often does a poor editoi: have
A Refection for the Illiberal.—A per
pant in the bosom of the husband and belle ; and the village belle she meant cause
<
to envy the cabinet-maker, son
i
cannot merit favor, as that is only
1 Mr. Danforth; Sir, if you think it the
I father, pervade, likewise, the whole to be.
Plenty of tables to make, but no pay and the-dizim
i
of man, but can never demerit
would subserve any useful purpose, I imass of being; and though weaker in
It so happens, however, that great no thanks. Tim Twist steps up with charity,
<
for that is the command of God.
should like to see the following “ Code,” proportion
]
to the distance of propinqui beauties, like all other great folks who vast importance—“ Mr. Editor, will
Titles.—Titles of honor are like the
which I have copied from Dr. Frank- ty,
i yet cannot he be called wretched, have to take their common chances in you be so good as to give notice in
on coins—which add no
¡in’s works, published in the Micro- who
’
receives or communicates the the fortunes of humanity, sometimes in your next paper that certain town offi- impressions
!
value
to
gold
or silver, but only render
cosm. The life of that venerable sage, smallest
<
portion of their influence. the end, outwit themselves. In pro- cers
<
will be elected next Monday ?”
shews that the rules which he formed :From the impassion ate feelings of the cess of time, one and another, and a- Very W’ell, sir. “ If you ¡please—good brass current.
for the government of his conduct were mother,
i
to him who stands joyless on gain another wedding took place in the morning, sir.” No thanks, of course.
Burns says of ambition that its climb
rigidly adhered to. As I have appen- the
i verge of apathy, the tide of affection village ; the girls whose names were Jackey
.
Love-all comes in with a mar ing is creeping! and with all its pride
ded to each of the Doctor’s rules a text flows
i
in a long and devious course. seldom spoken—whose modest preten riage to publish—It shall be attended it has to do many dirty jobs!
from the scriptures, it will be perceived Clear,
<
full, and vehement, it descends sions and retiring habits were perfectly to, sir—away he goes—he has confer
If any thing can be more foolish or
that his moral sentiments are sanction- iinto the vale of life, where after a short eclipsed by the brlUanyy of the reign red a special favor by giving you the
ridiculous, than to be always speaking
ed by the inspired writers.
i time, becoming tranquil and serene, it ing star, secured
fevorites ; ^vere job—call him back and thank him. .well of ourselves, it is to be always
1. Tranquility.—Be not disturbed at iseparates into many branches; amf wooed, won, and marrkd—and stilTJu- ’Here comes sergeant Snajh—^ Will you speaking ill of ourselves.
trifles, nor at common accidents, or un- these,
i
again dividing, wander in a thou lia coquetted with all and was still ad please to publish a notice for the 44th
How enviable is that man, who can
avoidable providences. ‘Be content sand
;
streams, dispensing, as they move mired by all. How many good offers company of 77th Regt. Grenadier Light
with such things as ye have?
;
along,
the sweets of health and happi she refused or slighted, were only re Dragoons* to meet next Saturday.” relish the conversation of men of wit,
, 2. Humility.—Imitate Jesus. ‘ He ness.
:
corded in her own bosom. “ Hope de Very well, sift “I s’pose you don’t and endure that of fools 1
that exalte th himself shall be abased,
ferred,” saith the old proverb, “ makes charge for such* things—it helps to fill
Some one, who was reproached with
but he that humbleth himself shall be
DglSOEDItANDOUS.
1 the heart sick.”
Those who were sin up the paper.” Yes, helps to fill up always talking of himself, replied that
exalted?
cere
in their addresses, gradually, one —very interesting too—“ Grenadier it was because he found no other per*
From the Trenton Emporium.
*
3. Resolution.—Resolve to perform
after another, offered themselves, were Light Dragoons”—smoke that. A tap at son who spoke so well of him.
what you ought: perform without fail
the door—it .is opened, and in steps a
THE VILLAGE BELLE.
; rejected and put off, and fell into some
what you resolve. ‘ Be not weary in
easier road to matrimony. She was at lovely girl of 17. “ Sir, will you be so
OLD MAIDS.
Doubtless many a pretty Miss ex- ]last left with courtiers as heartless in kind as to print my name in a pretty
well doing?
None bet very plain women, or girls
1
4. Justice.—Wrong no one by doing pects in this story to read of a career love
matters as herself, who saught her little border as you did Miss Sarah who have determined to die old maids,
injustice, or omitting the benefits that of glorious conquests; and her blue 1company because n was agreeable, Jane’s the other day ?”—Certainly, adopt large bonnets—small bonnets
are your duty. ‘ To do justice is more eyes brightened, and her little heart 3flirted with her because she was “ the Miss, it shall be done directly. “ I will and plain straw hats, indicate not only
acceptable to the Lord than sacrifice? beats quicker, at the thought of being, ]belle”-—and romped with, and kissed call for it, sir, in half an hour.” Shock the possession of beauty, but good na
5. Sincerity.—Use no hurtful deceit, one day, the heroine, herself of some jher whenever they had an opportunity ing disappointment ! I fancied to my ture, kindness and sociability in the
think innocently and purely, and if you legendary proser, and of having her —because it is always worth some self the little angel would tarry ’till her wearers.
speak, speak accordingly. ‘ The lips own victories recorded. Well, the de- ,pains to win such a favor from a beauti name was finished—and then, O, then,
sire to be loved may reign in an amia- :ful girl. We never get to be too much to have kissed the dew-drop---- .
of truth shall be established forever?
MISREPRESENTATIONS.
‘ the bachelor for this ; well might Vexatious ! Here, Bob, print this name
6. Silence.—Speak not but what may blc bosom—may possess a kind and a- of
There is no such thing as impartial
benefit others or yourself: avoid tri miable heart—but power is dangerous, Byron ask—
—hang me if I’ll be plagued with representation. A looking glass, one
fling conversation. ‘ In the multitude there are so many temptations to its ait. Another rap. Come in. “ Good might be apt to imagine, was an excep
“ Who can curious behold
1
smoothness and the. sheen of beauty’s morning, sir”—with all the pomposity, of tion to this proposition, and yet we nev
of words there wanteth not sin; but he buse. These things I would have my The
cheek.
fair readers remember as they go along
that restraineth his lips is wise?
a British Lord. “ Mr. ’Editor, I wish er see our faces justly in one. It gives
Nor feel the heart can never all grow cold ?”
with
me
—
and
it
may
be
we
shall
all
7. Frugality.—Make no expense, but
you to announce me a candidate for the us nothing but the translation of them»
But time rolled on, and the grass at Assembly, and continue my name in the A mirror even reverses our features,
to do good to others or yourself, that is, be the wiser, and consequently better,
length began to grow in the path that paper till the day of sale—election I and presents our left hand for the right.
waste nothing. 4 Use this world as not before we part.
If you should ever go to Aylesbury, led over the meadows to the cottage. mean.” Very well, sir. No thanks for This is an emblem of all personal re
abusing it?.
8. Industry.—Lose no time; be al you will see a sweet little cottage in the Julia became alarmed at the symp that. In bolts Peter Cut-tape without flections.
ways employed in something useful; meadows towards the river valley, half toms and seizing the only chance that knocking—Halloo, Mr. Printer, I see
To destroy Rats and Mice.*-The fol
cut off all unnecessary actions. ‘ Seest hid amid a cluster of black alders, with was left, engaged herself to her only you’ve made a mistake in our advertise
thou a man diligent in his business ? he its white chimney and snowy palings remaining beau. He was at that time ment—you’ve got only 40 bales of Cot lowing has been recommended for this
shall stand before Princes, he sh^U no£ peeping through the foliage—and they about to spend a season in the city ; ton, where it ought to be 400.” Ha, a purpose and is worth the trial. Takft
his return. wide mistake, indeed—l orn, gèl the co equai quadbits of uhskeked lime end
will tefiLyou that Julia Merton once they were t© be maided
Stand before mean men?
9. Moderation.—Avoid extremes ; lived there, for all the villagers remem She accepted him not because she py. Here it is, sir—“ 40 bales Sea Isl powdered oat meal: mix them by stirforbear to resent injuries. ‘ The dis ber her. It was one of those terrestrial thought him the best of all her suiters, and Cotton.” “Well, well, it’s my ing, without adding any liquid, and put
cretion of a man defineth his anger; paradises which the sick heart, weary but because he was the only one left ; own mistake after all—put it 400 a small quantity in a place infested by
and it is his glory to pass over a trans with the wrongs of men, so often pic and had always held himself at her ser if you please.” Yes, sir, 400—sup- rats or mice. It is said that they will
tures to itself—so often longs for—and vice. Her part of the play was ended ;1 pose we add another aught and swallow this preparation, become thirs
gression?
she,
oh ! she was a beautiful creature she became domestic, sedate and stud’ make it 4000. “Very well, do so, ty and the water which they will drink
10. Order.—Let all your things have
—
my
heart even now beats quicker, as ied housewifery.
Mr. Printer, we merchants are al will swell the lime and destroy them.
(their proper places. ‘ Let all things
The time, finally arrived—her old lowed to blow a little.” 4000 bales
her image rises before me.
E. Farmer.
be done decently and in order?
She was a gay, lively girl, with the; beau came back to the village, and aL of Cotton—mum—who’ll thank us for
11. Chastity.-^-Indulge no corrupt
MODEST PROPOSAL.
thoughts : allow of no indecent conver polish of a suifimer in the city, and a day or two afterwards strolled over to that * * * ? Another rap. “ Mr. Print
A prisoner in the fleet lately sent to*
sation. ‘ Keep thy heart with all dili fine education—and whatever her tal-. the cottage with his pipe, in appear- er, I make you acquainted with Doctor
gence, for out of it are the issues of’ ents might have been, she at least pos. ance quite an antiquated man. But Hard-flint.” How do you do, Doctor his creditor, to let him know that he
sessed the power of pleasing; the tact; he said nothing on the subject of mat- Hard-flint—a seat sir—(handing had a proposal to make, which he be
life?
12. Temperance.—Eat not to dull of winning hearts, in a most copious; rimony. Julia at last took the liberty a three legged stool)—best we have sir. lieved would be for their mutual bene
ness.—Drink nothing stronger than measure. I never could divine exact. of reminding him of his engagement : “ Mr. Printer, will you do me the favor, fit. Accordingly, the creditor calling
wine except for medicine. ‘Sound ly how she did it—but there was a free; he started, “ indeed, madam, you sur- sir, to give notice in your next paper, on him to hear it, “ I have been think
sleep oometh of light eating : he riseth frank, friendly air about her, that in. prise me.” “ Surprise you, why sir ?” that I have opened an office on------ ing,” said he, “ that it is a very idle
early, and his wits are with him; but spired confidence; and gifted thus at “ Because” said he, “ I never dreamed street for the practice of medicine, thing for me to lie here, and to put yon
the paths of watching and choler and all points, she played a most masterly that you could be serious in such a where I will vaccinate persons gratis!” to the expense of seven groats a week.
pangs of tfie stomach are with an insa. game among the village- beaux. Eve thing as a matrimonial engagement— Yes sir—all persons gratis, sir ? “ Aye, My being so chargeable to you has
ry one was glad to gallant her—was and meeting with a good opportunity, I poor people—such as are not able to given me great uneasiness; and God
tiate man?
emulous which should pay her the got married before I left the city.”
pay.” We’ll attend ter it, sir. (Agood knows what it may cost you in the end.
Fortune had finished the game, and way to get introduced into practice with Therefore, what I would propose is
most attention ; and every young gen
A SOLEMN WORLD.
When we look around on the solem tleman in the village, who could afford Julia was' left to pay the forfeit; she out either money or thanks.) Next comes this: you shall let me out of prison;
nities of this solemn world ; when we to spruce himself up a little once in never married because she never had the village lawyer, Mr. Tell-truih— and, instead of seven groats, you shall
see the sun rolling his journey to meas twenty-four hours, paid her an after another opportunity. Here is but the “ Mr. Printer, 1 think it would be well allow me only eighteen pence a week,
history common to hundreds of those for you to give notice that there will be a and the other ten pence shall go to
ure out the probationary life of man ; noon or an evening visit.fair
creatures who, trifling with the special court of Oyer and Terminer, &c. wards the discharge of the debt.”
It
would
have
been
amusing
to
one
reminding us as he passes, that the
night cometh in which no man can work who went as a mere spectator to have power beauty has given them over &,c—by that means a good many per
THE IRISH COCK FEEDER.
—when we look forward and think of attended a Saturday evening levee at the minds of men, sacrifice every thing sons will be present, and you will have a
A Gentleman having engaged to fight
tho&e scenes in which we are to act so the alder Cottage—amusing to see the at the shrine of ambition ; and aim only fine opportunity to increase your sub
great a part; when we look up to the address practiced by the competitors to enjoy the title and ;(he triumph that scription list.” Humph—thinks I, how a main of cocks, directed his feeder in
joys of heaven, and down to the pains for her smiles in electing some distin lights for a while the sphere of the Vil will it affect your docket ? Thus we the country, who was an Irishman, to
of hell; when we think of that trumpet guished mark of her favor—they gath lage Belled
might go on for an hour to enumerate pick out two of the best, and bring them
which shall wake the dead ; and that ered round her in the parlour, and if
cases in which an editor is frequently to town. Paddy, having made his se
THE "EDITOR.
day which shall pour the light of she spoke there was a strife as to who
called upon to render services to others lection, put the two cocks together in a
“I thank you sir !”—How .very without enjoying the gratification of re bag, and brought them with him in the
eternity on every eye, when we fancy should most approve what she said;
the Judge enthroned ; the volume o- and if she dropped her handkerchief, agreeable are these words when ad ceiving so much as thank-ee for his trou mail coach. When they arrived, it
has de- ble. The lawyer and the cobbler, the was found that upon their journey they
. who
__ __
pened, the world assembled ; and the two or three heads were thumped to- dressed to an individual
last assize already begun; when we gether in the effort to restore it to her | served them. How cheering to the doctor and the sergeant, the tinker, the had almost torn each other in pieces;
think, in view of these scenes, that mer —and if she walked they were happy 1 spirits ! how friendly to the feelings of parson, the brewer and the fiddler—all, on which Paddy was severely taken to
cy now invites ; and that even justice who succeeded in getting at her side, | a generous heart! There is a pleas they all want something of the poor task for his stupidity, in putting both
utters her denunciations only to induce and all the rest werejniserable. There 1 ure at all times in rendering a piece printer ; and in return for which it is cocks intp one bag. “Indeed,” said
us to avoid them ; why is it, that all were to be seen alf kinds of faces and 1 of service—and when we receive in too great a boon, to say—“ I thank you the honest Hibernian, “ I thought there
this mighty influence is exercised in every description of temper—and such : return,«an expression, or even a look of sir.” Verily, an editor has the most was no risk of their falling out, as they
vain ? The human heart is impudent— as a spectator might have been edified ‘ thankfulness, it is cheering to the soul, unthankful office upon earth. Even were going to fight on the same side.”
with ; but the principal impression on I recollect to have heard of a poor cab- his ^brethren of the type, from whom
brutish—brass—marble—rock.
A ~PUN.
his mind would probably have been, inet-maker, who was thanked, yes vir- something like a fellow-feeling might be
Ata late fashionable assembly in
that courting under suph circumstan tually thanked, out of a beautiful ma looked for, give him no better treat
DEVOTION IN CHILDHOOD.
Christian parentshear their children ces was a most particularly foolish kind hogany table. He had taken it to the ment than the rest of the world. Poor one of our southern cities, a gentleman
Parson—(and who could be so well dog, he is every one’s slave, and re was asked which of the ladies pres
say their prayers, but do not always of business..
But Julia sung—“ The moon had calculated to return thanks.) The ta ceives no thanks from any. A few ent he thought the most beautiful.
teach them to pray. Children over
six years of age may be taught the im climb’d the highest hill”—told board ble was admired-—it was praised—the days ago, after pointing out in quite a He replied, “ Why really madam, they
portant duty of secret prayer. As ing school stories, and talked eloquent workmanship extolled.—The parson friendly way, as we supposed, some in are all very beautiful ; but I think that
first impressions never fade away, how ly about love and poetry—music and thanked him—he thanked him kindly consistencies in a neighbouring print, Miss----- , (pointing to one who was
interested should parents be to form painting—was witty, sentimental and —the lady thanked him—the daughter we were told it was “ altogether gratui dressed in the extreme of fashion) fair
”
an early habit of devotion in their off good natured ; was invincible always, thanked him—and they all thanked tous”—nobody thanked us for it. In ly outstrips them all.
, , ■ —I ■ I—.
spring. This habit will not become a absolutely always the conquerer.— him ; and when the cabinet-maker was deed, it was even hinted that we were
A secret is no where so safe as in
mere form. No one will long perse The young ladies of the village saw afterwards interrogated by his wife as the “humble confederates” of Johnny
to
the
price
he
got
for
his
table—
“
O,
your
ownbosom,
themselves
undeservedly
neglected
;
vere in private devotions from h^bitonRandolph. Now 4<>hn says “ he suf-

But an hundred .well educated youths, which
it will turn out annually, and ere long,, will
fill all its offices with men of superior qualifi
cations, and raise it from its- humbled state
to an eminence among its associates, which it
has never yet known, no,, not in its brightest
davs. Those now on the theatre of affairs,
will enjoy the ineffable happiness of seeing
themselves, succeeded by sons of a grade of
science, beyond their own ken. Our sister
states will also be repairing to the same foun
tain for instruction, will bring hither their
genius to be kindled at our fire, and will par
ry back the fraternal affections, which nour
ished by the same Alma Mater, wilt knit us
to them by the indissoluble bonds of early
personal friendships. The good Old Domin
ion, the blessed mother Of us all, will then
raise her head with pride among the nations,
, will present to them that splendor of genius,
which she has ever possessed, but has too
long suffered to rest uncultivated and un
known, and will become a centre of ralliance
to the states, whose youths she has instruct
ed, and, as it were, adopted.
‘ I claim some share in the merit of this
great work of regeneration. My whole la
bors, now for many years, have been devoted
to it, and I stand pledged to follow it up,
through the remnant of life remaining to
me.’ *

W. Mellen, Esq. speaking of Mr. Jefferson,
the orator says,
’ , .
“ What must be his sensations and those
of iiis co-worker Adams, when they look
back to that memorable day, and forward to
the rising glories of their country ! O, it will
give new keenness to their mental vision, and
add new vigor to their wasting strength as
hand in hand they enter the dark valley'9

was a son of Mr. Martin; They ‘were pur- 'whatthey raised by the
-■ ■ ■ '
sued by Devaughn, roughly Handed, and the set afloat under tlie name of the
hat and basket taken from young Martin, they governed.
COrnPaui.
From the Richmond Enquirerl
with the declaration that. they should be de
The Jersey Bank snapped severe
tained until some money was paid for their since, and no explanation has yet .nr
redemption. Mr. Martin sent a note out to the thecause, while cursesToud and d
THOMAS JEFFERSON.
man on Monday, asking him to let the hat and heaped upon the active managers
3! '
He was born on the 2d of April, 1743, in
otri
basket be returned; of which no notice was stitution,
'fheM
the county of Albermarle, at .Shadwell, a
taken,
he
not
being
at
home
at
the
time.
On
The
day af
Yesterday, after many severe n.«
country seat which now belongs to his grand
Wednesday evening, Mr. arid Mrs. Martin United; States Lombard, and also tit % this’State will
son, within a short distance of Monticello,
The National Intelligencer closes an ele walked out cheerfully together for exercise, hn Manufacturing Company brea^ U’l- votes for Stab
andwithin half a mile of his Rivanna Mills.
last; and to-day the Hudso^
. He Was of course in the 34th year of his age.
gant notice of the death of John Adams, as and thought they would walk as far as Dejcalyear- Tl
vaughn’s place, and persuade him to give pany, which yesterday gave si^
He received the highest honors at the Col
follows
up the property he had seized. With this proaching dissolution, expired am’d T
¿or the office *
lege of William and Mary ; and studied the
“Ofthe character of the illustrious de View they went to the hquse within the in groans of the gulled and disappointed St
law under the celebrated George Wythe,
fr’en
ceased, let us not pretend to speak.-7-It is in closure, and very civily requested he would 1 ators in their bonds. The-bills of th? r
late Chancellor of Virginia. Before he had
ivill unquesti
terwoven
with
the
history
of
his
country.
return
these
articles.
They
were
rudely
an

County
Bank
cannot
be
sold
at
anv
ti??
attained his 25th year, he was a distinguished
majority. 1
Years before wo came into being, his fame, swered with brutal language, and on Mr. morning, and on enquiring the ^»7^
member of the Virginia Legislature, and
as an ardent and firm defender and main M’s expostulating with the man, his sharp could only learn that this Bank the T
took an active part in allfhe measures which
: there exist ar
tainer of his country’s rights, shone on the and furious dogs were set upon the unoffend and the Hudson Insurance Company K
they adopted in opposition to the usurpations
the most corr
annals of his country. As the intrepid Re ing couple. Mr. and Mrs. M.'were endeav under the protecting care of the
of Great Britain. In 1775, he is said to have
in our couritE
publican, the unwavering advocate of Liber oring by flight to escape from them, when, rents■
¿75’
been the author of the protest against the
persevere in i
ty, prior to and during the Revolution, he one of the dogs having seized Mr. M’s coati
, propositions of Lord North. He was subse
that of “ putì
had no superior. This is the character con he had turned round to defend himself aquently transferred to the General Congress
i
,
new-york Julyi?
ment,”isnot
ceded to him, even by his adversaries; & he, gairist him, and at that moment received a ■ txt
at Philadelphia, where he distinguished
We understand that orders have bet ’
with his great cotemporary in life & in death, load of slugs in his breast from a musket de ceived here, from the Navy DepartiX;
himself by the firmness of hisy sentiments,
^e found in tl
had lived long enough to outlive every thing liberately aimed and fired at him by De prepare the frigate Brandywine for
and the energy of his compositions;—Of these
Lincoln,
but the fame of their public spirit and devo vaughn. He turned to his wife, who had by ten days. $he is, we learn," to proceed U
qualifications no other evidence could be re
tion, and the gratifudq of their country. The this time reached the fence, exclaiming, “I this port for Norfolk, where she will tak? I sunre, as that
quired than the imperishable Document
astonishing.coincidence of the cotemporane- am a dead man !” and, taking her hand, her stores, and sail thence for th« pJi • -of the sincere
which declared us “Free, Sovereign» and
ous death of these two great men of the bidding her affectionately “ Farewell!” he with all possible despatch.
Independent States.”
w that his“
North and South, on the Jubilee of the Inde soon breathed his last. The poor afflicted
From 1777 to ’79 . (for certain portions of
*We have some reasons to hope, that Mr. pendence they were eminently instrumental in widow made the best of her way home, her
the close, i
those years) he was occupied with Wythe Jefferson has left behind him a pretty consid
r_,
.
.WORCESTER, (MASS.)juui
•this State, at(
declaring—has excited an universal sensa self the bearer of the distressing intelligence.
and.Pendleton, in revising the Lgws öf Vir erable Memoir on his own Life and Times.
The first time the Declaration of IndenÁ
tion. No language can exaggerate it—no It was not till nearly ten o’clock that the
ginia. In 1779, he succeeded Patrick Henry
;;sion. ,
reason account for it. It is one of those e- news was known, when several neighbours dence was publicly read in Massachi
as Governor of therState. In 1781, ' he com
Although <
C
harles Carroll is now the only sur vents which has no example on record, and, rode out to the place. The miscreant, who was in this town. The express, on hk71
posed his “ Notes on. Virginia
than which
to Boston, furnished Isaiah Thomas Esq J -àree division
no work of equal dimensions has ever attain vivor of the signers to the Declaration of In as a beauteous moral, must forever standa knew his murdered victim lay but a hundred
of fehe presen
paces from him, had cooly unclressed for bed; a copy for publication in his paper, of whit
ed to greater reputation. In the summer of dependence. He enjoys good health and lone on the page of history.”
but, hearing the tramp of horses, jumped fa- he was at that time the publisher. The J I the friends ol
1782, he was in Congress at the moment may yet live several years.
of its receipt soon spread througlw Í
when the Virginia Legislature were framing
There is a mkn by tne name of Nicholas ver his fence into the lane, taking his musket town, and a large concourse of people c t
other countie
The Baltimore Chronicle states the fol
with him, which he had the audacity to fire
a State Constitution. The draft of the instru
Cambel.,
now
living
in
his
94th
year,
in
the
all anxious to see or hear so extmTl election is ce
ment, which he transmitted on that occasion, lowing singular facts of the successive Presi town of Warren, R. I. who made one of the at the party, as they came up the lane, for lected,
dinary a document. To gratify ffieirar*
was not received till the day when the com dents of the United States :—That John Ad celebrated I'ea Party in Boston harbor. Of tunately without effect, and then made his
ty are alive t
mittee were to report the result of their la ams was eight years older than Thomas Jef the particulars of the affair, we learn, that escape amidst the gloom of the night and ity, I horn as ascended the portico of h
to the inter
South
Meeting-House,
(then
the
only
on
ferson
;
Thomas
Jefferson,
eight
years
older
bors. They' were so much pleased with his
the expedition was led by Mr. Suel and Ml under cover of the adjoining thickets. His tfewn,) and read it to those who were asJ
than
James
Madison
;
James
Madison,
eight
And
the high
Preamble, that they adopted it as a part of
Brown. The party was in number about 40, rriusket being loaded with slugs, and every bled. Half a century,has since passed*
those gentler
their Report ; so, as it is now well under years older than James Monroe ; and James and marched to the foot of the wharf, all of circumstance of the case, establish the ani
stood, our Bill of Rights and the Constitution ' Monroe, eight years older than John Quincy them armed, and a few disguised, where they mus necandi on the part of the hardened vil during wmch our country has increased 4 they will nc
wealth, population and power, beyond i
were from the pen of George Mason ; the Adams.
halted. The leaders went on board, repre lain. He had no sooner fired the fatal shot, former precedent. Dr. Thomas still livesto
dates of the <
Preamble was T. Jefferson’s. In 1784, he
sented to the captains and consignee that the than he loaded again, as if determined to witness the prosperity of the country aid other countu
MR.
JEFFERSON.
doubly
do
the
horrid
deed,
already
consum

left the U. States, being associated in a ple
tea was not wanted, and requested them to
yesterday joined in the celebration oM ■we have not!
nipotentiary commission with Franklin and . We learn that the lamented and venerable seek another market for it. These having no mated.
Thus perished our neighbor, whose place pendence in the same house from which J the State wil
Adams, addressed to the several powers of Jefferson, the day before his death, express effect, the whole parfy, after leaving a guard
Europe, for the purpose of concluding treaties ed his desire' to die on the Fourth of July. at the wharf to resist the approach ot any to his family, and as an excellent artizan, read the declaration fifty years ago.—
«.ration will
of commerce. In October, 1789, he obtained And just before his death, his perfect readi stranger, “ even unto blood,” proceeded to the cannot be supplied. At the time of his death,
general gov
BURLINGTON, VT. JULY1’
leave to return home ; and on his arrival ness and willingness to die, and manifested vessels and began the work of removal. The and for some months past his mechanical in
m SANSOM
in the natici
was made the first Secretary of State under but one regret—that the Lottery which had attack had been foreseen : and consequently genuity and skill had been employed in con
While other portions of our country have
Gen. Washington. His correspondence with been granted him, had not been completed the party were obliged, in their progress, to structing a power press for 'the proprietors
And, a certa
the French and English Ministers is a proud and his creditors paid. He desired there remove hatches, coiled ropes, casks of pro of this paper—which was so far advanced been suffering severely by drought, we have
much to less
monument of his genius ; he alternately re might be no procession attending his body to visions and other articles, placed above the and previously tested by a small model, as to been thus far blessed in this vicinity withone
the course 0
buked the cold cunning of Liston and the the grave. He said that he had done for his tea for its concealment. The mates were leave little doubt of its entire success and of the most delightful and promising seasons
rash ardor of Genet. His reports on money country and mankind, all that he could, and permitted to look on, in order to satisfy them efficacy had he lived to complete iti The ever known. The earth has been watered
diet, will be
and weights and measures ; on the fisheries, that he now resigned his soul without fear to that the sole object was the destruction of press was an original invention, neither he by seasonable showers, vegetation has come
Or, which i
and on the restrictions of commerce, arc am his Gob, and his daughter to his coun the tea; the captains and consignee were or any one concerned in it ever having seen forward with astonishing rapidity and there ¡
ple attestations ol the enlarged views of tile try. We learn from the same source, that bound and confined. After effecting the ob one on that principle, the pressure being pro . is now the fairest prospect of an abundad Legislature
he has left his Life written by himself, ready ject, every thing was carefully replaced, and duced, as it is in the English presses, by a harvest. The growth of grass and grain
him.
Philosopher and the financier.
been remarkably luxuriant; and while the ;
, In 1797, he was elected Vice President ;■ for the press. He retained his faculties un the party went to Brown’s house where a revolving cylinder.
former
is
falling
before
the
scythe
of
the
E
impaired
to
the
last,
and
died,
as
we
are
in

and four years after, President of the United
Devaughn, the murderer, is represented
pipe of Lisbon was broached for their use.
STA
States.—For eight years he conducted the formed, not only with resignation, but with
to us to be a man advanced in years, perhaps mower, the latter is already whitening forthe Í
Newburyfiort Herald.
.
cheerfulness.
Balt.
Chron.
,
government with a strength, a talent, a purity
sixty, of a stout rough frame, 5 feet 8 or 10 harvest.
of purposes, a respect to constitutional prin
inches high ; his hair and whiskers grey, and
Mr. Walsh, editor of the National Gazette, his face remarkable for the uncommon pro
Hon. ]
JEFFERSON FUND.
CASTLETON, VT. JULY 12
ciples, which might serve as a model to his
in
a
notice
of
the
decease
of
Adams
and
Jef

We learn that Mr. Jefferson a few days be
HAIL STORM.
successors. His acquisition Of Louisiana ajection of his under Ijp. It. is hoped that this
On the 4th inst. the citizens of Brand®
lone now calls down the loudest praises from fore his late illness, was pressed for an imme ferson, says—“ We remember to have heard description will be sufficient to lead to his ap
SENA1]
diate sum of money, notice of which was re Mr. Jefferson, in 1316, emphatically mention prehension.
and Pittsford were visited with one of i
. every tongue.
that
his
Federal
predecessor
was
the
very
most
severe
storms
of
hail
for
many
years
ei
I
ceived
in
this
city.
It
gives
us
no
ordinary
Hon. JOE
The following brief and interesting narra
Since writing the above we have learnt
tive must be made up from a curious and au pleasure to state that the committee of the life of the Congress of 1776—that he urged that the verdict of the Coroner’s Inquest af perienced. It commenced in Sudbury, aiJ Hon. GE(
the
assertion
of
Independence,
privately
and
Jefferson
Fund
immediately
placed
$7000
at
pursued
a
south-east
direction
across
Bran

thentic Memoir, now laying before us in the
ter examining, besides other witnesses, the
Hon. NA'
hand writing of Mr. Jefferson. He was call- the disposal of Mr. Jefferson, which fact Was officially, with incredible zeal and eloquence ; wife and little daughter of Devaughi^ was don, through the centre of Pittsford, prostra
and
that
no
man
could
love
his
country
more,
alluded
to
by
his
grandson,
in
a
letter
received
ting crops of every description level withfe
, ed on by a particular occasion to state some
wilful murder by said Devaughn.
of the circumstances and services of his life by the committee, expressive of the most serve her with keener perseverance, or act
We learn, that Devaughn, the person charg ground, and in many instances entirely des
REPRI
more general rectitude, than John Ad ed with causing the death of our late esteem troyed large fields of wheat, rye, corn, aM
—and from this curious dôcument, for which grateful feelings, and the receipt of that sum .with
ams.”
may
have
calmed
the
last
moments
of
the
feats.
Buildiags
are
almost
entirely
stripped
HOK.
V
we are indebted to the kindness of a friend^
ed townsman, Tobias Martin, wasi appre
we lav the following extract be lore our read-’ venerable patriot.—A*. Y. Enquirer.
hended yesterday afternoon, and, after exam dfglask on the sides exposed to the hail,
ers : it furnishes some information in that
It is said Gen. Washington, on retiring ination, coihmitted for further examination The extent of the storm in its destructive I
Militas
effects, was about 10 miles long and tw
It is worthy of remark, as a singular coin from the Presiihmey, was obliged to sell an to day.
touching style for which the author was so
broad.
of the thin
remarkable, which, now that the great man cidence, that the much lamented Fisher estate. Mr. Monroe has advertised an es
We are informed by a friend that hail
' has descended to his tomb, it may not
im Ames, in whom this nation lost one of its tate for sale—and Mr. Jefferson applied for
Division, L
Richmond, (Ind.) June 10.
stones, or lumps of ice, have been found three
brightest ornaments, likewise ended his a Lottery to dispose of his.—Few can esti
proper to lay before the public.
HORRIBLE OUTRAGE.
inst. at wifi
i I Came of age in 1764, and' was soon put worldly career on the Anniversary of Ameri mate the unavoidable expenses of a President
We are informed, that, on Monday last, days since the storm, measuring two inches
Major Ivoi
Salem Gazette.
—and how much he is subjected to buy pre between 11 and 12 o’clock, A. M. in Union in circumference.
irffo the. nomination of Justices of the county can Independence.
cedents.
Colonel of ;
in which I live, and at the first election fol
County, about ten miles south of this place,
lowing,! became one of its Representatives
BELFAST, JULY 12,
TERHOUSE
Mr. Wm. Moffit, who was returning from
Extract of a letter from Charlottsville.
iff the Legislature,
HAIL STORM.
At the recent celebration of Independence Cincinnati, and had nearly arrived within a
“ Our T own is in mourning for Mr. Jeffer
and Capt. ,
On Tuesday the 4th inst. a cloud arose in
‘ I was then sent to the Old Congress,
son. Yesterday a Balloon was let up in this at Franklin, Ms. a party of ladies sent the mile of home, was attacked by three ruffians,
‘ Then employed two-years with Mr. Pen place with Mr. Jefferson’s name marked on following toast, to the gentleman who presid with their faces blacked. After his pistol Palermo and burst on the earth in a violent I
dleton and Mr. -Wythe, on the révisai and it, and hung round with crape ; it went up ed at the public dinner given on the occasion. had missed fire, they discharged one at him torrent of hail jn a space of about one or one
reduction to a single Code, of the whole body to a considerable height, passed immediately
and an half miles in length, and half a mile
The pac
Old Bachelors—Sympathy for their loneli 'without effect, and then knocked him off his in breadth. By the violence of the wind the [
of .the British statutes, the acts of our Assem over the ground where his body lay, and fell
horse with clubs, robbed him of $2390, and
at N. York
ness
—
hope
for
their
despondency
—
and
tax

bly» and certain parts of the common law.
left him senseless on the ground.—Of the cloud was precipitately driven, without hail,
near the top of Monticello.
Another at es for their obstinacy and money.
that place
‘ Then elected Governor.
money, $1000 were in silver, $1300 in one to the town of Montville, where it again
night was sent up, illuminated, and passed in
ces, thougl
A noble sentiment, and deserves to be hundred dollar notes of the United States burst in a torrent of hail, in a vein of about
* NèXÏ to the Legislature, and to Congress the same direction.”
ceived fun
quaffed in vinegar by all the old maids in the Bank, payable at Cincinnati, one $50 and two two miles in length and one in breadth, des
again.
ket for cot
Warren Star.
‘ Sent to Europe as Minister Plenipoten {From the National Intell. of Thursday.'} land.
$20 notes. His papers of every description, troying the windows of all the houses in its I
quence of i
tiary
' ■
were also taken ; among which he had the reach, and also mostly destroying the corn e
The rep
- and other tender fruits, the hopes of the hus
4 Appointed Secretary of State to the new
numbers and letters of the notes.
Elizabeth
MASS
ÄHTSCXiSS,
D
epartment
of
W
ar
,
J
uly
10,1826.
* government.
bandman. Hail stones as big as bullets were I
strengthen
It has become the painful duty of the Sec-,
‘ Elected Vice President and President.
plenty the next day at noon, although the 1
date being
NORFOLK, JULY 7.
retary
of
War
to
announce
to
the
Army
the
PHILADELPHIA, JULY 3.
‘ And lastly, a Visitor and Rector of the
ting her il
ROBBERIES.
There is a factory in Delaware Countv, shower was at 3 P. M. the day before and the
death of another distinguished and venerated
University.
.
felt on her
The following acts of villany committed which, When completed, will, it is said, turn weather uncommonly warm. hh‘. Seth Bri
‘Inthese different offices, with scarcely citizen. John Adams departed this life on two nights in succession, of the present week, out thirty thousand yards of cotton cloth a ant, John Whaling, and others in this vicini-1
W e cop
the
4th
of
this
month.
Like
his
compatriot,
any interval between them, I have been in Jefferson, he aided in drawing and ably should excite the vigilance of the night week. This strikes us as something wonder ty, are the greatest sufferers.
such item!
the public service now 61 years ; and during
terest.
watch, towards that part of the town espe
the far greater part of the time, in foreign supporting the Declaration of Independence. cially in which the depredations have been ful ; but what is it when compared with
BRUNSWICK, JULY 11, 1826.
Mr,. Ashton’s factory at Hyde, near Liver
With a prophetic eye he looked through the
'Hie tot;
countries, or in other States.
committed.
FIRE IN TOPSHAM A GAIK ‘
pool, which contains from five Hundred to '
of the Grt
* If legislative services are worth mention impending difficulties of the Revolution, and
The
schooner
Blooming
Youth,
of
Cherry

On
Saturday
evening
last
between
the
six
hundred
power
loom's,
and
is
said,
in
an
20th of &
ing, and the stamp of liberality and equality, foretold with what demonstrations of joy the stone, arrived here on Tuesday evening from English paper now before us, “ actually to hours of 9 and 11, the house owned by Capt,
(nearly $1
which was necessary to be impressed on our anniversary of the birth day of American Richmond, where she had sold her cargo of
Samuel Perkins of Topsham and occupied^
manufacture
a
piece
of
cotton
any
minute
in
Freedom
would
be
hailed.
He
was
permit

A vesse
laws, in the first crisis of our birth as a na
corn. On that night while lying at Camp the day.”
P. Dinsmore as a tavern, situated in the cen
vre on the
tion, was of any value, they will find that ma ted to. behold the verification of his prophe bell’s wharf, her cabin was entered, and1 a
tre of Topsham village, together with a barn
cy,
and
died,
as
did
J
efferson, on the day
ever entei
ny of the leading and important laws of that of the Jubilee.
Bible, containing seven hundred and fifteen
and other out-houses, were destroyed by fire.
troy, (n. y.) JUNE 30.
Republic.
day were prepared by myself, and carried
Mr. Dinsmore lost a considerable part of his
dollars va U. S. and Virginia Bank notes was
A
coincidence
of
circumstances
so
wonder

LIGHTNING.
chiefly by my efforts ; supported indeed by
TheFr
taken from a locker, while ninety odd dollars
furniture,
&c.
The
buildings
were
wort
ful,
gives
confidence
to
the
belief
that
the
On Tuesday afternoon the building in Sec about . $800. No part was insured—Mwb
able and faithful coadjutors.
to that of
in silver, lying in the bottom of the same
‘ The prohibition of the further importa patriotic efforts of these illustrious men were locker, With a^pocket book, and some other ond street, occupied as a dwelling house, by credit is due to those Brunswick people, win) |
prolong tl
Goh.Gay, arid as an office, by Dr. Wheeler, assisted in the very dangerous undertaking^ |
tion of slaves was the firsf of these measures heaven-directed, and furnishes a new. seal to books, escaped theT&pservation of the thief.
she maint
the hope, that the prosperity of these States
in time.
was
struck
with lightning. The effects of;
Peninsula
On the same night the cabin of the schr. the electric fluid first appeared at the roof of laying plank upon the bare stringers of the t
is
iindey
the.
special
protection
of
a
kind
* This was followed by the abolition of en
Dusty Miller, Capt. Johnson, lying at the the building, on the north west corner. bridge, (which had been cleared for repairs, I
The fal
.Providence;
tails, which broke up the hereditary and
Tlie Secretary of War directs that the same wharf, was entered, asjd the captain’s From thence it was attracted by the hinges a distance of about 50 feet,) in order to con-1
revolt on
high-handed aristocracy, which, by accumu
pocket book, containing 44 dollars, was stol of the window shutters, and, on its way, yey the Brunswick Engine across the same. I
soon be n
lating immense masses of property in single same funeral honors be paid by the Army to en.
This was the more creditable, as the Tops- I
would su
scooped out the brick wall, leaving a furrow
Jines of family, had divided our country into the memory of the deceased, as by the order
On Wednesday night, an attempt was of about two inches in depth. After reach ham Engine became useless through a defect
exiled to
of the 7th instant were‘directed to be paid to
two distinct orders of nobles and plebians.
riod, accc
Thomas Jefferson, and the same token of made to rob the same sch. of some articles ing the second window it passed a poplar tree, in the hose immediately after they began to
‘ But, further to complete the equality a- mourning
on deck, and a barrel of pork, also, was stol and thence to another tree, a few feet from play upon the fire, and much more damage
be worn.
A lette
mong our citizens, so essential to the mainte
Major General Brown is charged with the en from the same wharf, which was found in one of the kitchen windows. It was again would probably have been done, but for the
number
nance of republican government, it was ne execution
a yard in Little Water Street. We learn
timely assistance of the Brunswick Engine.of this order.
fisheries i
cessary to abolish the principle of primoge
that a negro fellow, belonging to a gentleman attracted by the broad shutter hinges of that No cause can be assigned for the origin ot
JAMES BARBOUR.
ill succ
window; entered the kitchen; overturned this fire.
niture : I drew the law of descents, giving
of
this
town,
has
been
apprehended
and
com

A similar order was issued by Mr.
It appe
some of the furniture ; tore out the nails
equal inheritance to sons and daughters,
mitted
to
prison,
charged
with
stealing
the
Southard, Secretary of the Navy. .
Pacha, to
which confined a looking glass, and broke the
which made a part of the Revised Code.
pork.
Singular instance of drowning.-4)w
glass ; threw down the mantle piece and
wards th
‘ The attack on the establishment of a
{From Noah's Inquirer of Thursday.}
casing, and shivered them in pieces, driving of the laborers employed in filling up whatis
expt
dominant religion was first made by myself.
From the National Intelligencer of June 30. one of the boards very forcibly against the called the Mill Pond land, was drowned yes
the seige
It could be carried at first, only by a suspen
PUBLIC MOURNING.
wall, on the opposite side of the room. It then terday, we understand, not far from Cragie’?
sion of salaries for one year, by battling it re
SO round
’Yesterday was set apart as a testimony of
MURDER OF MR. MARTIN.
kier, it is
entered the chimney by the stove funnel ; bridge in a very singular manner. He was
gain at the next session, for another year, arid respect to the memory of Thomas Jefferson
As our city possessed no man more re passed up, and tore off the top. Tracking its proceeding in a scow loaded with mud taken
of Atheni
so, from year to year, until the public mind and John Adams. Business was suspended—
^egropoi
was ripened for. the bill for establishing reli- most of the stores were closed. A funeral spectable or more useful in his sphere of way oyer the roof, it came to the gutter, at from the bed of the river; when, having
impc
. gious h-eedom, which I had prepared for the procession consisting of the municipal au life than Tobias Martin, whose death was the northeast corner of the building, and fol sprung aleak or being too heavily loaded»
^oli is c
Revised Code also. This was at length es thorities ; the military; the officers of the announced in our last, and whose mortal re lowing it down broke it in pieces, and pass the boat began to sink. The man as is sup
famine.
tablished permanently, and by the efforts Revolution ;. the Cincinnati; the officers of mains were yesterday attended to the grave ed off to the ground. Very fortunately there posed in endeavouring to save himself got s9
It is sa
chiefly of Mr.. Madison, being myself in Eu the Army and Navy ; the clergy and citi by a great concourse of indignant and sor was no one in the kitchen at the time. Sev deep in the mire, that he was unable to extri
blew hire
rope at the time, that; work was brought for zens repaired to one of our churches, where rowing townsmen, and with military and eral persons were affected by the shock, but cate himself, and consequently went down»
with the scow to the bottom.
ward.
the entra
prayers were said and a funeral discourse masonic honors, some of the particulars of bis none seriously injured.
Boston TravellerSwiss ed
‘ I think I might add thé establishment of pronounced. y Every thing was conducted -tragical fate will not be unacceptable to our
readers.
his own b
our University. My residence in the vicinity with solemnity and dignity—every citizen
NEW-YORK, JULY 17.
At the distance Of something more than a
send 600C
threw of course on me the chief burden of mourned sincerely the loss 'which our coun
BREAKING OE BANKS.
Mr. Mdnroe having failed to sell part of
mile
north
of
the
General
Post
office
building,
their vib
the enterprise, as well of the buildings as of try has sustained;
For several days the city has been filled his real estate, as advertised for the 12th ana
and
without
the
bounds
of
the
city,
resided
a
as they
the general Organization and care of the
with alarm in consequence of the stoppage, 14th of June, now gives public notice that he
man
by
the
name
of
Devaughn,
who
cultiva

the coure
whole. The effect of this institution on the
Events have concurred to make remarka- ted a field or two there. Into these fields, one alter another, of several monied, or rath will again offer it for sale on the 18th inst.
'termined
. future•Vfame,
fortune,
prosperity
our oZe, the following,passage in an oration deliver wn-monied institutions, which it seems without reserve. This part of his estate con
nmr
ho and...
’ T of
I-----country,''-"
--- j1vpf
--------should be
y, can a.
et be seen
but at at. distance. | cred on thedth of Jujv, ret Dover, N H bv T last Sunday, strayed several boys from the have been under the control of some bold tains 3500 acres, nearly 30Q0 of which
city, in search of blackberries, among whom speculators, without much other capital than
Gree
mountain land..

?y B ,

116 toiaj

'.^linatS?^ s‘VeJ

1

The death of Canzim, hy a ¿annbn ball, in . and quinsy, which was borne with patience
a naval engagement, and the failure of the at and Christian fortitude, she fell asleep in
A.
tempt to invest the fortress of Carababa, by death, possessing a clear evidence that “ to
EMINDS the public in general, that oti
•fOS.
G.
BZOOET,
Col. Fabier, in consequence of the treachery die is gain.”
Limerick Star.
account of his closing his present line
■ Sâ.TïïB>O, TOlig 22, 1826. of (wo of his captains, are confirmed.
OFFERS FOR SALE,
Also, in thee same p'
place, and of the same w
of business, he will give the public an op*
1 Elegant SECRETARY and BOOK
' ’ 14th
" ‘ insti Mr. "
- - -LitExtract of a private letter of the 18th inst. disorders, on the
Daniel
portunity
of purchasing their GOODS at the
OUR NEXTELECTION.
CASE, with glass doors;
from Madrid:—The Duke de 1’Infantado tiefield.
costj for any quantity that is wanted, and at
1 Mahogany BUREAU;
The day approaches when the people of has again sent in his resignation, upon the
In the Stage, while passing from Avon
1 Latest fashion Mahogany High Post a much lower price than was ever offered irt
this'State will be called upon to give in their pretext of visiting his estates in Italy, Ger Springs to Rochester, whither he had been
this place, until the second day of October
BEDSTEAD ;
many,
and
the
Netherlands
;
but
it
is
believ

for
his
health,
Mr.
Osmond
Spalding,
one
of
votes for State officers for the ensuing polit1 Elegant Mahogany Hanging BOOK next, when the remainder will positively be
ed that it will not be accepted by the King. the editors of the Album, aged 24 years.
ical year. The gentleman who is nominated A hope was entertained that the decree of
CASE, with glass doors ; which will sold at Public Auction.
At Vinalhaven, Major George White, aN. B. West India GOODS and GROCE
be sold at great bargains.
for the office of Governor, being the avowed banishment, issued against a great number of ged 80 years, a Revolutionary pensioner. He
Ladies’ Morocco Walking, Strapped a?id RIES of almost all kinds on hand, and will
and firm friend of the national administration, the inhabitants of Madrid, would be revo served three years as a Captain in the Revo Slipper
SHOES ; Kid Strapped do.; Color be sold at unusual low prices;
July 15.
will unquestionably be elected by a large ked ; contrary to which, however, when lutionary army, was at the capture of Bur- ed and Black Satin, with and without heels ;
least expected, orders have been given to gOyne, and at the battle of Monmouth.
majority.
Perfect unanirhity, so long as the Commissaries of Police of the capital to ^ipJXew_York’ on the 8th ^st. Hon. LU Women’s leather Shoes, with and without
—warranted of the first quality.
there exist among us, those, the remnants of expel from Madrid,all the persons compre THER MAR 1 IN, in the 82d year of his age heels
July 22.
H
J
tdie most corrupt faction which ever existed hended in the decree issued at Port Santa —he expired without a groan, and from mere
Maria
on
the
1st
of
Oct.
whose
residence
in
decay
of
nature.
The
name
and
character
of
JUST RECEIVED BY
in our country, who have embarked and still
the capital has not been authorised by the Luther Martin were for so many years con
persevere in the most hopeless of all causes, King. This measure has spread consterna spicuous throughout the United States, that
that of M putting down the national govern tion among many families.
few persons are unacquainted with them— K
CASKS NEW THOMASTON
he offers for sale very cheap,
ment,” is not to be expected. That such will
Extract of a private letter from Bucharest His zeal as a Patriot in the cause of Freedom,
LIME,
Ni
for Cash, Country Produce, or ap
;be found in the ranks of the supporters of of the 9th inst.—“ Notwithstanding the feign and his early reputation as a lawyer, procur
Just received and for sale CHEAP for proved credit.
ed him the first appointment to the office of
-Mr. Lincoln, it would be as rational to pre ed submission of the Divan to the declaration Attorney General of the State of Maryland, CASH, by
Black, Blue, Olive and Claret eblr’d Broad
of the Cabinet of St. Petersburgh, the Turks
XVORY JEFEERDS.
cloths ;
sume, as that Mr. Holmes would become one continue to victual the fortresses on the Dan which officeJie
office he exercised with great ability
Kennebunk-Port, July 22.
Black, Blue, Drab and Fawn colr’d CassL
of the sincere supporters of the President; ube, as if a war was on the eve of breaking for nearly thirty years, during which time
meres ;
he was highly conspicuous as a politician, but
or that his “ string of resolutions” introduced out. The Russian forces in Bessarabia are
Swiss plain and figr’d Muslins ;
most eminent as a lawyer—he was distin
also
ready
to
qnter
upon
a
campaign.
:^£t the close, will, in the view 6f the people of
Jackonet, Imitation and Mull Muslins ;
guished through life by the warmth of his at
this State, atone for the sins of a whole ses
tachments and the energy of his opposition,
HE subscriber wishes to purchase from Lace. Gauze and Feather edged Ribbbnds j
LATEST FROM ENGLAND.
sion.
The packet ship Algonquin has arrived at his powerful talents, strong memory, and un
one to five hundred cords of Hard and Coh’d and black belt Ribbonds ;
assiduity, were alike strenuously ex
Newest style Chords ;
Pitch Pine WOOD, for which the highest
Although every exertion is making to pro Philadelphia, from Liverpool, whence she tiring
erted
in
prosecution
and
defence
;
and,
what

First quality Black Silk Cravats ; Stocks ;
duce division and> thereby defeat the election sailed on the 8th ultimo. She furnishes Lon ever cause he was engaged in, whether in price will be given—OAK would be prefer All colr’d Gauzes, Parasols, Umbrellas ; !
don dates to the 6th.—There is no political
red. The wood must be in cord-wood length,
of the present Senators from this County, still news of interest. The London stock market law or politics, he suppveted
supp ¥ted with a degree ■straight and sound.
Barage Hdkt’s. vefy cheap.
B. PALMEk.
of
zeal,
ability
and
bofeuess,
bofeiess,
which
nothing
ihe friends of the national administration in was in an unsettled state. It is stated that
July 22.
Ladies’ Bolivar Leghorn Bonnets, from
could
tire
or
intimidate.
His
well
known
dede

to $4 each;
other counties may be assured that their re Cotton at Liverpool remained steady and in fence
and support of Cpl.
Col. Aaron Burr, on his
good demand at former prices. The Liver fence^ancl
American and London Prints •
election is certain. The people of this coun pool “ Albion” ebntains along, elaborate es trial for treason, were gratefully rewarded,
Derry’s colr’d Cambricks ; Vestings ;
age^
ty are alive to their own interest as well as say on the “ state and prospects of the Cot by affording him an asylum in his old age,
Chippas ; colr’d and white Valencia Scarfs ?
JUST
RECEIVED
BY
when
enfeebled
in
body,
and
more
enfeebled
*
to the interest and character of the State. ton Trade,” which concludes thus—
Spoof, Sewing and Floss Cotton ;
in mind, by paralysis, with which he was af
af-
OWSM BUENHAM
Boston Gazette.
And the high appreciation, of the services of
Boxes Cotton Balls;
flicted several years at the close of his life.
July 22.
Upon a review of the whole subject, we
Cotton, Silk and Elag Hdkf’s.; Gloves ;
those gentlemen affords a sure guaranty, that
Balt. Gazette.
cannot. see any reason for despondency res
Camblet Buttons ;
they will not be supplanted by any candi pecting the cotton market. On the contra
Brown Drilling and Cassimetts, for gentle»
dates of the opposition. Let our friends in ry,
:
we see every reason for hope. Its pres
men’s wear ;•
view is evidently encouraging ; and the
other counties look well to their duty, and ent
1
JUST RECEIVED er FOR SALE BY Cambrick Dimoty ;
prospects
as
to
the
future
are
more
favorable
we have nothing to fear. The reputation of ;
Black and Green French Crapes ;
this moment than after the events of the
I. JEFFERDS, Green
the State will be redeemed, The adminis- at
:last five months, the most sanguine among us
and Drab colr’d Jaconet Cambricks
and Muslins for Bonnets ;
SHIB
tration will be found in harmony with the had
:
FLOUR,
which
HEWS
the courage to anticipate.”
W
|?e
]ow> anj jn Tabby Velvets, Burkley Cravats7
general government. Our proper influence
The British Parliament was dissolved, and
White Jaconet do.;
lots to suit purchasers.
the
approaching
elections
for
the
new
one
in the national councils will be secured to us.
Ladies’ white, black, Silk, worsted and CoVKennebunk-Port, July 21, 1826.
engaged
a
large
share
of
the
public
attention
And, a certain gentleman, who has done so '
ton Hose ;
KENNEBUNK j JULY 22.
and the pages of the newspapers.
Black Levantines;
much to lessen the character of oui- State, in
The Russian sloop of war Enterprise, Cap
Sarsfiet and Synchaw Silks ;
the course of the winter, we may safely pre- <tain Kotzebue, has been spoken with in the
ENTERED.
White and Black Silk Lace ;
'
July 21—Sch. Warren, Fairfield, Boston.
diet, will be “ blown sky high, sky high.” Indian seas, all well, after being out two
OTICE is hereby given, that agreeable Bobbinttt do. for Veils ;
MEMORANDA.
Or, which amounts to the same thing the years and nine months, on a voyage of dis
to the annexed copy of an Act passed Black, white, and Green Gauze Veils ;
covery.
Saco, July 12—Ar. brig Maine, Nason,
at the last session of Congress, extending the
Legislature will “put an extinguisher” on
N. York; 13th, sch. Prudence, Crosby, Bos time allowed for the redemption of land sold Spangled and Feather Fans; Cotton Laces;
him.
Pressed Crapes ;
ton
;
14th,
sch.
Randolph,
Matthews,
Yar

for Direct Taxes, and purchased on behalf
[From the Boston Gazette of Thursday.]
mouth ; cleared, schs. Volga, Emery, Ber of thé United States, under the several Acts, Ladies’ Black Gauze Hdkf’s.; Cap Wire j
Hooks and Eyes ; Wreaths.
STA TE NOMINATION.
We last evening received the New-York muda ; Philadelphia, G. Emery, jr. Barba- passed, the 2d day of August, 1813, the 9th
Commercial Advertiser of Tuesday after does ; Ant, Benson, N. York; /America, Ben day of January, 1815, and the 5th day of
FOR GOVERNOR.
noon. The run upon the Fulton and Frank son, Providence; Marcia, Young, do ; Moses, March, 1816, for laying and collecting a Di
lin Banks began to subside, these institutions Gillpatrick, N. York.; brig Tom, (new) Em rect Tax within the United States; for the Domestic Shirtings and Sheetings ;
Hon. ENOCH LINCOLN.
term of two years from the end of the Cotton Yarn ; Knitting Cotton ;
having been able to cash their bills as fast as ery, Norfolk.
they were presented. There was another . Portsmouth, July 13—Ar. sch. Harriet, last Session of Congress, which adjourn Ginghams; Checks; Ticking;
Hart,
19
days
from
Jeremie
;
sailed,
ship
ed the 22d May, 1826, that all property Cotton Batting; Satinetts.
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
“ explosion” at 12 o’clock on Tuesday; when
Life and Fire Insurance Company blew Shaw, Shaw, Savannah ; schs. Mary-Ann, sold agreeable to and by virtue of said Direct
Hon. JOSEPH PRIME, of Berwick. the
Russell,
Eastport
;
Mary,
Burnham,
Saco.
Taxes and purchased on behalf of the United
up. The Commercial says—“ Some allege
Hon. GEORGE SCAMMAN, of Saco. that it is an absolute and heavy failure, while Boston, July 17—Cleared, sloop Mary, States, may be redeemed agreeable to said Patent and Box Coflfee Mills;
act
by applying to the subscriber in South Japanned Latches;
Hon. NATHAN ELDEN,
Buxton. others assert that it is only a temporary sus Perkins, Kennebunk; 19th, cleared, Warren,
pension. There is a great crowd in Wall Fairfield, Kennebunk ; Patriot, Andrews, Berwick, previous to the expiration of the Green and White Spectacles suited to al
and William-streets.
Wiscassett; Echo, Scudder, New York; time allowed therefor.
ages.
JOSIAH W. SEAVER.
REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
“ The crowd in Chatham-square is im Globe, Baker, do.
Double and Single Bladed Knives; Scissors j
South
Berwick,
July
14th
1826.
mense, and the pressupon the Bank great,
Sheers ; Shaving Brushes ; Bonnet Paper ;
—1*^, WI •
'the outer doors are open, but the inner doors
Ar. at Havre, May ^th, brig Watchman,
AN ACT to extend the time allowed for the Shoe Hammers ;
shut. We understand, that such has been of Kennebunk, from Savannah.
redemption of lands sold for direct taxes in Large and small Knives and Forks ;
The frigate United States touched at HuMilitary. At a meeting of the officers the alarm, that the Bank dare not commence
Ornamented Snuff Boxes ; Mixed Pin£;
certain cases.
paying their bills with less than $209,000 ; asco, and sailed S. about April 7.
of the third Regiment second Brigade first
but that, in consequence of the panic, al
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Bundle Pins ; Curry Combs ; Quills ;
At
Havre,
June
1,
diips
Gem
Pike,
and
Division, M. M. holden at Hollis on the 11th though they have $750,000 of unquestionable Constitution.
Representatives of the United States of A- Awl Hafts; Brace Cutters; Nail Gimlets;
inst. at which Gen. Waterman presided.— paper, they cannot at the present moment
At City Point, 8th, ship Eagle, Nowell, of mericain Congress assembled, That the time Large and small Shoe Knives ; Handsaws ;
allowed for the redemption of lands which Rattail, half round, 12 in. half round and flat
Kennebunk, unc.
Major Ivory Hall of Alfred, was elected raise the necessary sum.”
. : Files ;
At New-Bedford, 12th inst. sch. Deborah, have been, or may be, sold, for the non-pay
Colonel of said Régiment ; Capt. Jacob Wa
ARRIVAL OFOTlTpRESIDENT.
ment of taxes, under the several Acts passed Chest Locks; Screws; Horse Rasps ;
Gibbs, Saco ; Fame, Kennebunk.
terhouse of Lyman, was chosen Lieut. Col.
Ar. at Philadelphia, I6th inst. brig Corsair, on the second of August; one thousand eight Sand Paper ; Calf Skin Pocket Books ;
John Quincy Adams, President of the Uhundred and thirteen, the ninth day of Janu Sorted Plane Irons 1 7-8 to 2 1-2 in.;
and Capt. Abraham Haley of Hollis, Maj. nited States, with his son, arrived in this city Durrill, Trinidad, Cuba, 22.
Ar. at Norfolk, 6th inst. brig Gov. Parris, ary, one thousand eight hundred and fifteen, Brass Knobs ; Joiners side and fold Rules ;•
on Wednesday evening, between nine and
and the fifth day of March, one thousand Trunk Locks ; Wrought Tacks ;
ten o’clock, and took lodging at the Exchange Perkins, of Saco, fr. N. Y. 6 ds.
FR OM FRANCE.
eight hundred and sixteen, for laying and col Steel Tongued Squares, 4 1-2, 6, and 9 im
Coffee House. Yesterday morning, he pro
The packet ship Bayard, Capt. Robinson, ceeded bn his way to the mansion of his de
lecting a direct tax, within the United States, Thread Escutcheons ; Brass Buttons ;
PROBATE WOTWHS.
atN. York from Havre, brings advices from ceased, venerable parent, in Quincy. The
so far as the same have been purchased for,
that place to the 1st of June. These advi Philadelphia National Gazette says, the At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, or on behalf of the United States, be revived, Commode Knobs; Sewfog Awls;
Cast Steel Tacks ; Sorted Butts ;
’
ces, though several days later than before re President left Washington on hearing of the
within ana for the County of' York, on the and be extended for the further term of two Cast Steel Chisels ; Inkstand« ;•
ceived furnish no political news. The mar increasing illness of his father, in order, if pos
eighteenth day of July, in the year oj our years, from and after the expiration of the Gilt Framed Looking Glasses ; Brads j
ket for cotton had declined a little in conse sible to receive his last breath. Before he ar
present Session of Congress : Provided, also,
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
quence of numerous arrivals.
OLLY BURROWS, Administratrix of That, on such redemption, interest shall be 14 in. Saws ; Superfine Needles ;
rived at Baltimore, he met the melancholy ti
I ext Locks ; Bed Caps; Compasses ;
The report of the decease of the Empress dings of the clay, and there saw a newspaper
the estate of Giles W. Burrows, late paid af the rate of twenty per centum [per
Elizabeth of Russia about the 10th of May is containing the Boston account. His journey is
annum] on the taxes aforesaid, and on the ad Fish Hooks ; Plated Tea Spoons ;
of Lebanon, deceased, having presented her
strengthened by the fact of letters of prior continued from impulses that do honor to the fourth account of administration of the estate ditions of twenty per centum chargeable 16 inch Bow Saws ; Table Hinges ;
date being received at St. Petersburgh sta filial piety, which has always shone in his of said deceased for allowance.
thereon ; and the right of redemption shall Bisbees warranted cast steel Hoes;'
ting her illness at Taganrock and the anxiety conduct.
enure as well to the heirs and assignees of the Glass 7 by 9 and 8 by 10 ; Scythes ;
ORDERED,
That
the
said
Administra

felt on her account.
He arrived in New-York about 12 o’clock, trix give notice to all persons interested, by land so purchased on behalf of the United
We copy from the New York newspapers Tuesday morning, stopped a few hours at the causing a copy of this order to be published States, as to the original owners thereof.
such items of intelligence as we deem of in city hotel, and took passage for Providence three weeks successively in the Kennebunk
JOHN W. TAYLOR,
Blue, Printed and edged Tea Setts ;
terest.
Bos. Pat.
Speaker of the House of Representatives Blue
at 8 o’clock.
Boston Traveller.
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they
“
Cup Plates;
J.
C.
CALHOUN,
The total receipts in France for the benefit’
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Blue Printed Corinthian do. Round, do.
Vice
President
of
the
.
United
States
and
Pres

of the Greeks, from the 1st of January to the
York, m said County, on the second Tuesday
Brown Printed Oval Tea Setts ;
ident of the Senate.
ïï’SrMEWEAÎi.
20th of May, amounted to 443,053 francs,
of August next, at ten of the clock in the
Blue Printed Teas with & without handles i
A
pproved
,
16th
May,
1826.
(nearly $90.000.)
forenoon, and shew cause,.if any they have,
Washington and Lafayette Pitchers ;
JOHN
QUINCY
ADAMS.
why the same should not be allowed.
A vessel called the Haitien arrived at HaTaymings; Blue printed Chambers, witU
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
•vre on the 28th of May, being the first that
covers;
Copy
—
A
ttest
,
ever entered that port under the flag of that
Flowerpots ; Blueprinted Butter Bdats;
GEO. THACHER, Reg'r.
Republic.
Common Turn levs ; Superfine Wines;
July 22.
6
FI1HIS day received a few Tavern, Fennow, and Knot Tumlers;
The French government has sent a note
JL Hhds. prime St. Vincents Oval Salts, Common do.;
to that of Spain* stating its intention not to
At a Court of Probate held tat Kennebunk,
RUM—and For Sale cheap Peppers and Vinegars ; Cruets ;
prolong the convention, in virtue of which
within and for the County of York, on the
she maintained troops on certain points of the i MARRIED—In Buxton, by Rev. Mr.
GREE^OUGH
& BODWELL.
Glass Pitchers ; Decanters ;
eighteenth day of July, in theyear of our
Peninsula.
Flanders, Mr. Samuel B. Locke, of West
Pints and half, pint Flasks ;
Lord eighteen hundred and twenty-six.
July
14.
brook,
to
Miss
Lucetta
Edgerly,-of
B.
—
Mr.
The fate of the persons concerned in the
Blue Printed Ewers and Basins;
EDHuAH TRIPP of Lyman, in said
Joseph
Atkinson,
of
Hollis,
to
Miss
Narcissa
revolt on the accession of Nicholas would
Lafayette Lamps ; Octagon Cylinder do.
County, having requested that admin
soon be made public. It was said that none Edgerly, of Buxton.
Glass Custard Cups.
istration
on
the
estate
of
E
astman Hutch
In
Somersworth,
Mr.
Samuel
Goodwin,
of
would suffer death ; but that they would be
ins, late of Alfred, deceased, may be granted
exiled to Siberia, for a longer or shorter pe Berwick, to Miss Susan Hanson.
O be sold at Public Auction on Saturday
In Baltimore, Hezekiah Niles, Esq. editor to him.
riod, according to the degree of guilt.
ORDERED, that the said Jedidiah Tripp,
the 29th inst. at 3 o’clock P. M. at the
TEAS; SUGAR;
the Weekly Register, to Miss Sally-Ann
A letter from Gibraltar, says, that the of
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
store of the subscriber, about 24 acres of Salt
Warner.
Coffee ; Molasses ;
-number of vessels intended for the whale
ing a copy of this order to be published three MARSH lying below Wells Meeting-house,
RUM ; Whiskey ;
fisheries is far less than usual in consequence
weeks successivèly in the Kennebunk Ga extending from the upland to the town river.
GIN ; BRANDY ;
bfill success at Greenland.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may It will be sold in lots so as to accommodate
OBITVJUECT.
It appears to be the intention of Ibrahim
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Al purchasers. Also, one and an half acres ly Wines ; Rice; Tobacco; Cotton ; RaLius ;
Ginger ; Nutmegs ; Spice ; Cloves ;
Pacha, to march up the gulf of Lepanto to
fred, in said County, on the first Tuesday of ing below Enoch Furbish’s.
Cinnamon ; Salaeratus ; Pearlash.
wards the isthmus of Corinth, whence he
September next, at ten of the clock in the WALTER LITTLEFIELD, Auctioneer.
may expect to go Co Napoli, and undertake
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have,
IVells, July 4,1826.
Books, Stationary) Sfc.
the seige of that place, while the fleet may
why the administration of said estate should
July 15.
not be granted to him.
go round and blockade the port. The Seraskier, it is said, intends to besiege the citadel
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
Cofiy—Attest,
of Athens, and open a communication with
AKEN on Execution, and to
Negropont, where the Greeks have not made
GEO. THACHER, Reg'r.
York, ss.
July 22.
0
be sold at Public Auction Vnnfr cq FJlAKENftn Execution, and to
any important progress. The citadel of Na
DIED—In South-Berwick, Mrs. Olive W.
on
Saturday
5th
August 1826, at ten of" the
’ ’ _I_ be sold at Public Audfecn
poli is considered impregnable, unless by Jewett, wife of Capt. Theodore F. Jewett, and
r
*;in the
• forenoon,
, at
... Hall & Conant
3____ _’s on Saturday the fifth day of August next, at
clock
famine.
daughter of Mr. Tobias Walker, of Ports
store
in
Alfred
;
all
the
right
in
equity
which
two of the clock in the afternoon, at the store
It is said that the Bishop of Missolonghi mouth, aged 36. Mr. Aipos Nason, aged 65.
LOVE DOWNS, of Lyman, in said county of Andrew Haley, Esq. in Shapleigh, in said
blew himself up on a barrel of gunpowder, on
In Newfield,. Mrs. Nancy, wife of Mr. Paul
S many persons have been in the habit Yeoman, has to redeem the following des County, all the right in Equity which
the entrance of the Turks; and that the Carpenter, aged 27.
of entering the premises of the sub cribed mortgaged real estate, situated in said JAMES LINSCOTt, of said Shapleigh, has
Swiss editor of the Greek Chronicle blew
In Limington, 7th inst. Mr. Thomas J.
scriber, and taking therefrom CRANBER

Lyman,
bounded as follows : on the North in redeeming that part of the Farm on which
his own brains out. The Turks intended to Manning, aged 20.
RIES much to his injury—He therefore for
send 6000 ears to Constantinople, in token of
In Buxton, 7th inst. Miss Dolly Eaton, aged bids all persons entering on said premises, or by the road leading from the Shakers Mill to he now lives, situated in said Shapleigh, on
Nathaniel Bracket’s, and by Stephen Smith’s the western side of the road leading from
their victory ; but not finding so many dead 28.—Mrs. Mary, wife of Mr. John Appleton,
taking therefrom any Cranberries after this land ; Easterly by Amaziah Goodwin’s and Haley’s corner, so called, to Twombly’s
as they expected, Ibrahim sent troops into aged 79.
notice,
as
every
offender
will
be
dealt
with
the countrv to complete the number, and de
In Sanford, .on the 11th inst. Miss Lydia agreeable to the law in such cases made and Mitham Smith’s land; South and Easterly Mills, so called, adjoining land of William
by Clark’s land and Burganut pond, being Linscott, Joseph Linscott, and others ; sub
termined that half the inhabitants of Arta Hubbard, daughter of Mr. Moses H. of Por
should be jneluded,. Such are the caeipies ted, aged 36. After a few days of severe provided for the punishment of trespassers. the same on which the said Downs now lives. ject to mortgage.—Conditions at sale.
230
AH
SHACKFORD.
JESSE GILMAN, Defrtttu Sheriff.
LUTHER GODING, Deputy SberiF.
ihc Greeks-have to contend with,
sickness, occasioned by t hq tfiroqt distemper
Alfred, July 22,1826.
Alfred, July 6,1826,
'
'
’*
; Shapleigi^ Jun^ 30? 1826.

Furniture.—Shoes.
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New Goods,

Thomaston Lime.

Wood ! Wood ! 1
T
More New Goods,

FLOtJB.

1□a. O i> BLS- S- F-

Direct Taxes.
N

Domestic.

Hard Wdire»

P

Crockery and Glass.

W. I. RUM.

S

J

Auction.

T

Sheriff’s Sale.
T

Notice to Trespassers.

A

Groceries.

a

Sheriff’s Sale.

THE WREATH

BEAU NASH.
A young lady who was just come
out of the country, and affected to dress
in a very plain manner, was sitting on
a beach at Bath, as Nash and some
of his companions were passing by;
upon which, turning to one of them, he
said, 44 There is a smart country girl; I
will have some discourse with her.”
Then going up to the lady,44 So child,”
says he,44 you are just come to Bath, I
see?” 44 Yes, Sir,” answered the lady.
,44 And you have been a good girl in the
country, and learned to read your
book, I hope.” 44 Yes, sir.” 44 Pray,
now,” says he, 44 let me examine you.
1 know, you have read your Bible, and
History of Tobit and his Dog; now,
can you tell me what was the dog’s
name?” 44 Yes, Sir,” says she, 44 his
name was Nash, and an impudent dog
he was.”

Piano Forte.

Commissioners’ Notice

York ss. At a court

of Probate IJl
York in said County, on the \yth day

OR sale a superior PIANO FORTE,
RDERED, that from and after th.«
E the subscribers, having been ap
imported from Scotland ; said by the
day of July next, the Courts
pointed by the Hom Jonas Clark,
Amateurs of musick to be an excellent toned
VOL- XV
Judge of Probate, Commissioners to receive instrument, recently put in good tune by Dr. for this county be holden at the followL 7
and examine the claims of creditors to the Bourne, which will be sold at a mil ch lower ces and times, to wit.
estate of
price than instruments of this kind usually
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